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The answer is option 3: she received a message that her 1st 

husband had died 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Two Planets attract our attention: Mars and Pluto, both close to the cusp of the corner 

Houses. Both (classic and modern, relate to the 7th House: the 1st husband) 

          

 Mars is also Ruler of the 12th House of Loss in the AH Chart: loss of the partner. 

 Mars trine Venus, Ruler of the 1st in the 3rd: receiving the message 

 Mars, classic Ruler of the husband, trine Venus, the husbands Ruler of the 12th 

House of loss 

 Mars and Venus, part of a Kite, sextile Saturn, the natural significator of death 
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With a somewhat larger orb you see: 

 Sun (male) trine Jupiter/Mercury her and his Ruler of the 8th  

 Sun part of a T square with Uranus in the 8th and Neptune (loss) 

 

 

--- 

 

 

10 Astrologers participated in the Test. 6 of them found the correct answer! Well done!! 

Below follow their answers in order of receipt. 

 

 

Matthieu Kaiser (Germany) 

Uses Lunar/Solar Return, Profections and Quotidian system 

 

Normally I would publish only one method that leads to the answer. But this time I will let you 

read his findings for you to learn how different approaches give the same answer. 

 

In her birth chart, this man is signified by Venus, which is the first Planet after the Sun 

by sign degrees. 

 

The Lunar eclipse on May 26th , 2021 was in trine with this Venus, which is also almuten 

of the 8th . The latest station of Jupiter before the event was on September 13th  2020, 

conjunct to natal Jupiter (almuten of the 8th , in its sign of fall). The latest station of Saturn 

was two days before the event, on May 26th  2021, and conjunct to the Lot of Marriage. 

 

The Profected Ascendant was in Cancer, which contains the cusp of the 12th  House in the 

birth chart. The Moon was thus the Lord of the year. In the birth chart, it is an almuten of 

the 12th . The 12th House is thus intensely highlighted, which suggests a year of loss (of 

whatever kind). This Moon is in square with natal Venus, almuten of the 8th  and 

significator of the first husband, and opposed to Jupiter, other almuten of the 8th . 

 

On her previous birthday, the Moon was in Aquarius, 7th  zodiacal House of her birth 

chart. Venus was in her fall in Virgo, opposed to Saturn almuten of the natal 7th  and of 

the Lot of Marriage, posited in the 8th .  

 

In the Solar Return, i.e. transits on the birthday, with the profected ascending sign 

considered as the 1st house, and all other Houses considered with the zodiacal 

domification, the Moon was in the 8th House and Saturn, lord of the 8th , was on the cusp 

of the 7th . 
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In the quotidian chart, the Ascendant is exactly conjunct with the natal Lot of Marriage. 

It is also conjunct with transiting Saturn, which is the almuten of the 8th and 12th Houses 

of this quotidian chart. Mercury, almuten of the 7th  as the Ruler of intercepted Virgo, is 

in exact conjunction with Venus, almuten of the 8th . 

 

 

Susanne Tietgens (Germany)  

uses AH Technique 

 

 

 Mars on the DC (the divorced partner), Ruler Pluto on cusp 10: he died  

 In the biwheel: AH Pluto on cusp of natal 7th House 

 

 

Erika Eilert-Hein (Germany) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 Pluto conjunct the 10th AH House shows a death 

 Ruler 7 (Mars) in 7 in Scorpio, trine floating Mc and in sextile Saturn  

(the end), rules the 10th  House, 4th  from 7th   

 AC Taurus, Ruler Venus in the 3rd House, the message, furthermore  

 Mercury conjunct Jupiter, Ruler 8th House sextile Neptune (sadness)  

 the axis 2/8 is in Gemini/Sagittarius, both ruler in 3, the message of  

the death 

 

S L Narasimhan (India) 

Method  KCIL  using SSL 

 

Dasa running in 28 5 21 was Mercury-Saturn-Venus-Venus-Mercury 

All these  dasa series Planets are not only source on 1,2,7,8 but operates death inflicting 

Houses of her husband.   

 

REAL TRANSIT-  Sun transits in  Venus sign (Antra and sooksma lord) Moon star which 

is significator of 1,2 7 8. Moon on the day of event  transits in Jupiter sign and in Ketu 

star. Both Jupiter and Ketu  operates death inflicting Houses of her husband.   Saturn 

Transits in its own Sign  and Saturn  is 7th House occupant and SSL of 1st House which is 

maraka House for her husband 
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Virtual Transit- Progressed Ascendant SSL is Jupiter  which operates 1,2 7,8 and badka 

Houses which give death to her husband.  Progressed position of Moon also operates 

death inflicting Houses of her husband in Progressed chart.    

 

 

Auror Paquet (France) 

uses the AH Technique 

 

 Mars in the harmonic chart is on the cusp of 7th House (the 1st  conjunct) in aspect 

to Saturn lord of natal 7th  and square to the lord Moon of in the 3rd  

 Sun square partile to Uranus (Ruler of natal AC square to Uranus ruler of natal 

7th ) 

 

 

Pierre le Gal (France) 

uses Vedic astrology ayanmasha Lahiri 

 

 Natal chart 

The 7th House is not a mulatrikona, then the 2nd House in Leo and its Ruler tell us about 

the marital life. Therefore, the Sun and Jupiter signify the first husband.   

The Sun is in a nakshatra of Rahu, Swathi, and Rahu takes place in a naksahtra of 

Saturn, who is placed in the 6th House  counted from the Sun. Rahu is in a sign of Mars. 

Mars is conjunct to Jupiter, karaka of the husband, in the 6th House  of accidents. 

The Moon is in a nakshatra of Rahu, the Ruler of the bukhti. The Moon rules the 8th  

House counted from Jupiter and is in opposition to him. 

 

 Sidereal solar return 

The Sun and Rahu are kept as the masters of time. The Sun is closely conjunct to the 

Ascendant in Libra and is the second ruler of the 7th House by exaltation. The Sun is 

aspected by the natural malefic planets Saturn and Mars : the Sun is in the 10th  House 

counted from Saturn and in the 8th  one counted from Mars. Rahu is in the 8th House , in 

a nakshatra of Mars, the Ruler of the 7th  House. The Moon is conjunct to the cups of the 

7th House  in the natal chart.       

 
--- 

 

Well done everybody! I wish you all a HAPPY NEW YEAR!!! 

a new Test will be posted to the website round and about February 1st 


